Global Software, Inc. Releases Noteworthy Spreadsheet Server Version 14.6
RALEIGH, NC USA (13 June 2017) — Global Software, Inc. the leading provider of Microsoft Excel-based automation &
reporting software solutions to enhance the world's foremost Business Intelligence (BI), Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) and operational platforms, announces the release of Spreadsheet Server version 14.6.

An intuitive, Excel-based reporting platform, Spreadsheet Server provides users with live financial and operational
reporting and analysis from a variety of ERP applications. Users are empowered with the ability to leverage familiar Excel
features and functions to build and maintain streamlined reports that include summary balances and detailed drilldowns, eliminating the need for manual intervention and reducing instances of error-prone analysis.
Version 14.6 users will experience technical updates and significant performance and connection enhancements when
utilizing GXL calculations, load, login, and other calculation processing. Version 14.6 also features a more streamlined
installation and lighter footprint in Excel. In addition, this update includes added support for both Secure Sockets Layer
(SSL) connections and Oracle Multi-Org set ID processing.
Current users can download the latest release from the website. To request a demo of Spreadsheet Server, contact us
directly.

ABOUT GLOBAL SOFTWARE, INC.
Global Software, Inc. is the leading provider of Microsoft Excel-based automation and reporting software
solutions to enhance the world’s foremost business intelligence (BI), enterprise resource planning (ERP) and
operational platforms. The company’s flagship offerings, Spreadsheet Server and Atlas, bridge the operational
gap between company data and reporting, resulting in resource savings and streamlined data analytic
processes in a secure environment. With best-in-class solutions, Global Software, Inc. has grown into the most
dominant provider of Excel reporting automation in the world. Founded in 1973 and headquartered in the
Research Triangle region of Raleigh, NC, Global Software’s products are used by over 4,500 customers in 60
countries. For more information, visit www.globalsoftwareinc.com.
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